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77. Paul Goodman: The Politics of Being Queer (1969) 

In these excerpts, Paul Goodman describes how his bisexuality gave energy to his anarchism, 

utopianism and pacifism. He saw promiscuity as something which helped to break down 

class boundaries, but was critical of homosexuals who were apolitical or reactionary, argu

ing that ''.freedom is indivisible. " Originally published as "Memoirs of an Ancient Activist, " 

WIN, V (November 15, 1969), a revised version entitled "The Politics afBeing Queer" appears 

in Nature Heals: The Psychological Essays of Paul Goodman (New York: Free Life Edi

tions, 1977), ed. Taylor Stoehr. 

IN ESSENTIAL WAYS, MY HOMOSEXUAL NEEDS have made me a nigger. Most obvi

ously, of course, I have been subject to arbitrary brutality from citizens and the po

lice; but except for being occasionally knocked down, I have gotten otf lightly in this 

respect, since I have a good flair for incipient trouble and I used to be nimble on my 

feet. What makes me a nigger is that it is not taken for granted that my out-going im

pulse is my right. Then I have the feeling that it is not my street. 

I don't complain that my passes are not accepted; nobody has a claim to be 

loved (except small children). But I am degraded for making the passes at all, for be

ing myself. Nobody likes to be rejected, but there is a way of rejecting someone that 

accords him his right to exist and is the next best thing to accepting him. I have rarely 

enjoyed this treatment. 

Allen Ginsberg and I once pointed out to Stokely Carmichael how we were 

niggers, but he blandly put us down by saying that we could always conceal our dis

position and pass. That is, he accorded us the same lack of imagination that one ac

cords to niggers; we did not really exist for him. Interestingly, this dialogue was 

taking place on (British) national lV, that haven of secrecy. More recently, since the 

formation of the Gay Liberation Front, Huey Newton of the Black Panthers has wel

comed homosexuals to the revolution, as equally oppressed. 

In general in America, being a queer nigger is economically and professionally 

not such a disadvantage as being a black nigger, except for a few areas like govern

ment service, where there is considerable fear and furtiveness. (In more puritanic re-
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gimes, like present day Cuba, being queer is professionally and civi lly a bad deal. 

Total itarian regimes, whether communist or fascist, seem to be inherently puritanic.) 

But my own experience has been very mixed. I have been fired three times because of 

my queer behavior or my claim to the right to it, and these are the only times I have 

been fired. I was fired from the University of Chic ago during the early years of Robert 

Hutch ins; from Manumit School, an off-shoot of A. J .  Muste's Brookwood Labor Col

lege; and from Black Mountain College. These were highly l iberal and progressive in

stitutions, and two of them prided themselves on being communities .-Frankly, my 

experience of radical community is that it does not tolerate my freedom. Neverthe

less, I am all for community because it is a human thing, only I seem doomed to be 

left out. 

On the other hand, so far as I know, my homosexual acts and the overt claim to 

them have never disadvantaged me much in more square institutions. I have taught 

at half a dozen State universities. I am continually invited, often as chief speaker, to 

conferences of junior high school superintendents, boards of Regents, guidance 

counsellors, task forces on delinquency, etc . ,  etc. I say what I think is true-often 

there are sexual topics; I make passes if there is occasion: and I seem to get invited 

back. I have even sometimes made out-which is more than I can say for conferences 

of SDS [Students for a Democratic SocietyJ or the Resistance. Maybe the company is 

so square that it does not believe, or dare to notice, my behavior: or more l ikely, such 

professional square people are more worldly . . .  and couldn't care less what you do, 

so long as they don't have to face anxious parents and yellow press . . .  

On the 'Nhole, although ! \vas desperately poor up to a dOZen yt:dfS dgo-i 

brought up a family on the income of a share cropper-I don't attribute this to being 

queer but to my pervasive ineptitude, truculence, and bad luck. In  1 945, even the 

Army rejected me as "Not Military Material" (they had such a stamp) not because I 

was queer but because I made a nuisance of myself with pacifist action at the exami

nation and also had bad eyes and piles. 

Curiously, however, I have been told . . .  my sexual behavior used to do me dam

age in . . .  the New York literary world .  It kept me from being invited to advantageous 

parties and making contacts to get published . . .  What I myself noticed in  the 30s and 

40s was that I was excluded from the profitable l iterary circles dominated by Marx

ists in the 30s and ex-Marxists in the 40s because I was an anarchist. For example, I 

was never invited to PEN or the Committee for Cultural Freedom.-When CCF finally 

got around to me at the end of the 50s , I had to turn them down because they were 

patently tools of the CIA . . .  
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To stay morally alive, a nigger uses various kinds of spite , which is the vitality of 

the powerless. He may be randomly destructive, since he feels he has no world to 

lose, and maybe he can prevent the others from enjoying their world. Or he may be

come an in-group fanatic, feeling that only his own kind are authentic and have soul. 

There are queers and blacks belonging to both these parties. Queers are "artistic, " 

blacks have "soul." (This is the kind of theory, I am afraid, that is self-disproving; the 

more you believe it, the stupider you become; it is like trying to prove that you have a 

sense of humour.) In my own case, however, being a nigger seems to inspire me to 

want a more elementary humanity, wilder, less structured, more variegated, and 

where people pay attention to one another. That is, my plight has given energy to my 

anarchism, utopianism, and Gandhianism. There are blacks in this party too. 

My actual political stance is a willed reaction-formation to being a nigger. I act 

that "the society I live in is mine," the title of one of my books ... 

In their in-group, Gay Society, homosexuals can get to be fantastically snobbish 

and a-political or reactionary. This is an understandable ego-defense: "You gotta be 

better than somebody," but its payoff is very limited. When I give talks to the 

Mattachine Society [a gay rights group), my invariable sermon is to ally with all other 

libertarian groups and liberation movements, since freedom is indivisible. What we 

need is not defiant pride and self-consciousness, but social space to live and breathe. 

The Gay Liberation people have finally gotten the message of indivisible freedom, but 

they have the usual fanaticism of the Movement. 

But there is a positive side. In my observation and experience, queer life has 

some remarkable political values. It can be profoundly democratizing, throwing to

gether every class and group more than heterosexuality does. Its promiscuity can be 

a beautiful thing (but be prudent about V.D.) 

I have cruised rich, poor, middle class, and petit bourgeois; black, white, yellow, 

and brown; scholars, jocks, Gentlemanly ('s, and dropouts; farmers, seamen, railroad 

men, heavy industry, light manufacturing, communications, business, and finance; 

civilians, soldiers and sailors, and once or twice cops ... There is a kind of political 

meaning, I guess, in the fact that there are so many types of attractive human beings; 

but what is more significant is that the many functions in which I am professionally 

and economically engaged are not altogether cut and dried but retain a certain ani

mation and sensuality .. .  

In most human societies, of course, sexuality has been one more area in which 

people can be unjust, the rich buying the poor, males abusing females, sahibs using 

niggers, the adults exploiting the young. But I think this is neurotic and does not give 
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the best satisfaction. It is normal to befriend and respect what gives you pleasure. St. 

Thomas, who was a grand moral philosopher though a poor metaphysician, says that 

the chief human use of sex-as distinguished from the natural law of procreation-is 

to get to know other persons intimately. That has been my experience. 

A criticism of homosexual promiscuity, of course, is  that, rather than democ

racy, it involves an appalling superficiality of human conduct, so that it is a kind of ar

chetype of the inanity of mass urban life .  I doubt that this is generally the case, 

though I don't know; just as, of the crowds who go to art galleries, I don't know who 

are being spoken to by the art and who are being bewildered further-but at least 

some are looking for something. A young man or woman worries, "Is he interested in 

me or just in my skin? If! have sex with him, he wi l l  regard me as nothing": I think this 

d istinction is meaningless and disastrous; in  fact I have always followed up in exactly 

the opposite way and many of my l ifelong personal loyalties had sexual beginnings. 

But is this the rule or the exception? Given the usual coldness and fragmentation of 

community life at present, my hunch is that homosexual promiscuity enriches more 

l ives than it desensitizes. Needless to say, if we had better community, we'd have 

better sexuality too. 

I cannot say that my own promiscuity (or attempts at it) has kept me from being 

possessively jealous of some of my lovers-more of the women than the men, but 

both . My experience has not borne out what Freud and Ferenczi seem to promise, 

that homosexuality diminishes this voracious passion, whose cause I do not under

stand. But the ridiculous inconsistency and injustice of my attitude have sometimes 

helped me to laugh at mysE'lf and kept me from going overboard . . .  

As a rule I don't believe i n  poverty and suffering a s  a way of learning anything, 

but in my case the hardship and starvation of my inept queer l ife have usefully simpli

fied my notions of what a good society is. As with any other addict who cannot get an 

easy fix, they have kept me in close touch with material hunger. So I cannot take the 

Gross National Product very seriously, nor status and credentials, nor grandiose tech

nological solutions, nor ideological politics, including ideological l iberation move

ments. For a starving person, the world has got to come across in kind. It doesn't. I 

have learned to have very modest goals for society and myself: things l ike clean air, 

green grass, children with bright eyes, not being pushed around, useful work that 

suits one's abilities,  plain tasty food, and occasional satisfying nookie. 

A happy property of sexual acts, and perhaps especially of homosexual acts, is 

that they are dirty, l ike life: as Augustine said, Inter urinas et feces nascimur: we're born 

among the piss and shit. In a society as middle class, orderly, and technological as 
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ours ,  it's good to break down squeamishness, which is an important factor in what is 

called racism, as well as  in cruelty to children and the sterile exiling of the sick and 

aged. And the illegal and catch-as-catch-can nature of much homosexual life at pres

ent breaks down other conventional attitudes. Although I wish I could have had my 

parties with less apprehension and more unhurriedly, yet it has been an advantage to 

learn that the ends of docks, the backs of trucks , back alleys, behind the stairs ,  aban

doned bunkers on the beach, and the washrooms of trains are all adequate samples 

of all the space there is .  For both bad and good, homosexual life retains some of the 

alarm and excitement of childish sexuality. 

It is damaging for societies to check any spontaneous vitality. Sometimes it is nec

essary, but rarely; and certainly not homosexual acts which, so far as I have heard, have 

never done any harm to anybody. A part of the hostility, paranoia, and automatic com

petitiveness of our society comes from the inhibition of body contact. But in a very spe

cific way, the ban on homosexuality damages and depersonalizes the educational 

system. The teacher-student relation is almost always erotic.-The only other healthy 

psychological motivations are the mother-hen relevant for small children and the profes

sional who needs apprentices, relevant for graduate schools.-If there is fear and to-do 

that erotic feeling might turn into overt sex, the teacher-student relation lapses or, 

worse, becomes cold and cruel . And our culture sorely lacks the pedagogic sexual friend

ships, homosexual , heterosexual, and lesbian, that have starred other cultures. To be 

sure, a functional sexuality is probably incompatible with our mass school systems. This 

is one among many reasons why they should be dismantled . . .  

[A)n evil of the hardship and danger of queer life in our society, as with any situ

ation of scarcity and starvation, is that we become obsessional and one-track-minded 

about it. I have certainly spent far too many anxious hours of my life fruitlessly cruis

ing, which I might have spent sauntering for other purposes or for nothing at a l l ,  pas

turing my soul . . .  

On balance, I don't know whether my choice, or compulsion, of a bisexual life 

has made me especial ly unhappy or only averagely unhappy. It is obvious that every 

way of life has its hang-ups, having a father or no father, being married or single, be

ing strongly sexed or rather sexless, and so forth; but it is hard to judge what other 

people's experience has been, to make a comparison. I have persistently felt that the 

world was not made for me, but I have had good moments. And I have done a lot of 

work, have brought up some beautiful children, and have gotten to be 58 years old. 


